Introduction
In [2] for a oertain nonlinear elliptio mixed boundary value problem were proved existence theorems both in the resonance and nonresonanoe case. This paper is devoted to an optimal control problem for the same boundary value problem, where control parameters oocur on the right hand sides of the differential equation and the boundary condition as well. Since for fixed control parameters the state equation may have no or more than one solution,the control problem considered here belongs to the olass of singular control problems in the sense of J.L. Lions [8] . References related to nonlinear elliptic problems can be found in the monographs [¿J, [ 9] | additionally we mention the papers [l], [5] , [11] » After giving the control problem to be-considered in section 2 we prove an existence theorem in seotion 3 and derive necessary optimality conditions in section 4. While the proof of the existence theorem is based on paper [2] and well-known compactness arguments, the optimality conditions are consequences of [4^ (cf. [3] for short summary and some extensions). We remark that,using [3] , [4] *necessary optimality conditions can be derived for muoh more complicated elliptic (and nonelliptic) aontrol problems.
Problem statement
There is given a bounded domain i2eR n , n >2, with boundary 92 » SjjUS^Sg, where S 1 is a Lipschitz surfaoe, S 2 is of olass C 1 , both S 1 and S 2 are disjoint and open in 3& with strictly positive measure and mesS Q • 0.
We shall deal with the following optimal control problem (P)i Find inf J(y) with
(3jy) (xj -f(x,y (x)) + v(x), xe£, (2) , fi g eL 2 (S 2 ) and k f ,k g e <0,+oo). Further assumptions will be specified below.
Of course, under the above assumptions,for fixed u={v,w}e € L°° (£) *L°° (S 2 ) a solution of state equation (2) has to be understood in the sense of Sobolev. So we introduce the Sobolev space
Then y eV 1 (i2) is said to be a solution to (2) , if it solves the nonlinear operator equation the nonlinear continuous bounded operator Bt defined by
and f*uev" n (fi) defined by <f (10) '*u,z > = y vzdx + ^ wzdS 2 , S 2 u = {v,w}eL°° (SJ-L 00 (S 2 ), z&V 1 (£).
Here V" 1 (A) denotes the dual space of V 1 (&) and <•»•> the generalized inner product between both spaces. Now introducing the set of admissible pairs by setting P ad e (L 00 (fl)xL 00 (S 2 ))xV 1 (^): ueU ad , Ay + By = f*uj the control problem under consideration is given preoisely by
inf[j(y):{u,y} eP ad j.
Existence of optimal controls
In this section we shall prove a theorem stating the existenoe of at least one optimal solution to the control problem (P) provided that in the cost functional J the weight cp = <p(x) is greater than a positive constant (p Q for almost Let {u,yj. e P ad be arbitrary. Then < Ay,y> --<By,y> + <f*u,y>.
Using assumptions (4)- (6) we find
and on the other hand
, there is a positive constant k such that
o fly definition, both V a(J and ff nfl are bounded in L (5) and ad L (Sg), respectively. Therefore, there are two positive oonstants k 1 
Combining all these inequalities we come to the estimate
and beoause of
the Lemma is Droved. Theorem 1.
Suppose that
Then there exists at least one solution {v*o} -{v w o.y 0 } eLO° c^i-L 00 (s 2 )»v 1 (fi> of the optimal oontrol problem (P).
Proof.
In virtue of (1) 
Optimallty conditions
The optimal control problem (P), formulated at the end of section 2, can be viewed as a specified control problem in the state space X = V 1 (i2) with the control space U = L°°(fl)* *L°°(S 2 ). Therefore, for deriving necessary optimality conditions we may use (2) be an optimal solution to (P). We have to verify the hypotheses H1-H5 of paper [3] .
Obviously, the cost functional J: V 1 (ii) -'* R is Freohet--differentiable at any point y eV 1 (fl). Denoting the Prechet derivative at y Q by j' 0 , J^ e V" 1 (£), we have <j' 0 ,y>= 2 J <P(7 0 -P)ydx + 2 J M y 0 -q ) y d S 2 , y eV 1 (2) .
Since we need Frechet differentiability of the operator B: V 1 (£)-we have to replace assumption (6) . To this end we recall that the compact imbeddings (cf. Then it is readily checked that the operator Bs V 1 (£)-*-V~1(£) defined in (9) is continuously Frechet-differentiable at any point y eV 1 (£) (cf. L10] part X, §1 or [6] part 5, §20).
In particular, at yQ its Fre'chet derivative B^e.£(V 1 (n), V 1 (52)) is given by the formula <B'0y,z>= -/fy(x,y0)yzdx -J g^(x,y0)yzdS2, y,zeV 1 (£).
Q

S2
In view of the compact imbeddings mentioned above the operator B^ is compact and, consequently, A + B'q e (V 1 [Si) ,V~1 (¿)) is a Predholm operator. Since, furthermore, the map m-»-f* u as a map from L 00 (52)"L 00 (So) into V" 1 (Q) is linear and bounded (of. (10)) and henoe Prechet-differentiable, we may apply [3] section 2, [4] . In accordance with this theory,we introduce the adjoint state z Q eV 1 (ft) as a solution to the linear operator equation
Note that this equation is always solvable,because {u 0 t7 0 } is optimal. Its solutions zeV^(£) are solutions in the sense of Sobolev of the linear mixed boundary value problem
(lz)(x) = ^y(x,y 0 (x))z(x) + 2y(x)(q(x)-y 0 (x)), x eS 2 .
Clearly, the homogeneous operator-equation (16) corresponds to the linear homogeneous mixed boundary value problem related to (17), that means to f(Lz)(x) = f"(x,y(x))z(x), xefl, (18) 1 7 0 |^z(x) = 0, xeS v (lz) (x) = gyfx.y^x) )z(x), x eSg.
We have to distinguish two cases 11 (18) has only the trivial solution, 11« (18) has JC linear independent solutions € Thus, applying [3] e L 00 (fi)*I® (S 2 )*V 1 (C) is an optimal solution to (P) and it holds case I. Then, under the above assumptions, the variational inequalities 
S 2
Then it holds the orthogonality condition where In both cases the optimality conditions are variational inequalities which, by a Lemma due to Krasnoselski (cf. [6] part 5, § 17.1), are equivalent to local optimality conditions. For example, in case I condition (19) Is equivalent to where the sets £ + (z0), Si~[zQ), S^ÎZQ) and Sgiz^ are defined in seotion 3*
